
Bags Get the Business
Travel goods manufacturers get down to business 

with serious yet stylish bags, briefs and backpacks that can 
take the meeting – and deliver the goods.

By Kathy Witt | Photographs By Kerry Pittenger
From Ricardo Beverly Hills comes the Bel Aire, a 16” 

Business Portfolio designed for business travel with 
a tough and durable exterior in 1680D ballistic nylon 

with Nano-Tex™ technology that provides superior 
abrasion and stain protection. Inside, a padded main 

compartment accommodates up to a 15.5” laptop and 
a front pocket organizer keeps pens, travel documents 

and small electronics in one central and easily 
accessible location. MSRP $160

The future is now with Andiamo’s tech-rich, patent-
pending iQ™, a remarkably smart bag wired with Global 

Wi-Fi Connection; Wi-Fi Hotspot, which allows secured 
wireless Internet access to multiple devices; mobile 

power pack; built-in scale; and anti-theft distance alert. 
Download the multi-function app to make your travels 

easier and keep you connected to your business and 
family. (Ships November 2015.) MSRP $599

Bombata’s Borseggiatore for 13” and 15.6” laptops 
has all the swagger of an Italian sports car. Created by 
Italian designer Fabio Guidoni, the bag is the evolution 

of the simple, curvy design aesthetic of the  
classic Bombata, with the additional feature  

of an external pocket. The Borseggiatore  
will soon be offered for 17” laptops, too.  

MSRP $65/13”; $70/15.6”
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Part of the Heys HiLite Travel Bags 
Collection, the Multi Zip Boarding 
Duffel perfectly blends a fashionable 
weekender duffle with the needs of 
business travelers by giving them a 
dozen organizing pockets, including 
padded/fleece-lined tech pockets. Stylish 
color-matched tonal accents, vibrant 
interiors and tech-savvy design – this 
duffle has it all, plus HeysProtect™ RFID-
shield technology with special RFID-
blocking pockets to keep your personal 
items safe and secure. MSRP $89.99

Cabrelli’s Dominic Two-Tone Carry-on 
Rollerbrief (17” x 15.5” x 7”) features 
padded 15” and tablet compartments, 
inline wheels and interior organizer 
pockets, including an ID Defender 
pocket. Pack in a snap with the bag’s 
wide opening and large front zipper 
pocket. The bag is available in marsala/
dark brown, navy/dark brown and black/
black. MSRP $160

Lightweight and easily packable in your 
suitcase, baggallini’s Alberta tote (shown 
in Aztec) is the perfect transitional bag 
to take from meetings to dinner on the 
town. It features a technology pocket for 
tablet or laptop, interior organizational 
pockets and a removable coin purse, 
and it comes in a wide variety of colors. 
MSRP $125
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A functional piece at a great value, the 
Montmartre+ Collection from DELSEY 
includes the Montmartre+ Trolley Tote, 
a lightweight and sophisticated rolling 

tote designed for business and frequent 
travelers. The bag has an assortment 

of pockets and compartments, plus tie-
down straps to keep clothing in place 

for an overnight trip. Silent-running 
double spinner wheels assure smooth 

maneuverability and keep zero weight on 
your arm. MSRP $139.99

Lojel has made design improvements to 
its Lucid Carry-on, including improved 

security to the main compartment, which 
is made up of three full panels layered 
in polycarbonate, and enhanced space 

allocation, increasing main compartment 
space by 25%. Additionally, Lojel now 

features an Easy Glide Zipper on the 
front panel, making this one of the 

easiest hardcases for accessing front 
compartment contents. Constructed 
of Bayer Makrolon® polycarbonate, 

the case comes in a variety of colors, 
including new matte black.  

MSRP $239.95 

From the Verb Collection, Briggs & Riley 
introduces its Accelerate Backpack, a 
hardworking travel bag that will carry 
everything you need, including digital 
devices, in lightweight style. YKK® RC 

zipper hardware provides smooth, self-
repairing zipper action and ergonomic, 

lockable zipper pulls. The bag’s nylon 
twill fabric resists moisture, wear, dirt, 

and abrasion. MSRP $229
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Elegant but not exaggerated, Vicenzo 
Leather’s Nicole handbag is a classic tote in 
a luxurious minimalist style that can easily 
hold a full day’s essentials with enough space 
for a tablet and extras. A removable zip 
pouch keeps small belongings safe or extends 
for larger items such as a laptop, while a 
contrast-color caramel suede lining makes 
items easy to find. In soft pebble leather, it is 
versatile and modern, ideal for every day and 
weekends away. MSRP $249.95

LODIS’ Jamie Medium Brief features the 
design hallmarks from the Stephanie Under 
Lock & Key Collection with RFID protection 
and “Stephanie Texture,” which incorporates 
a textural, structured leather with tonal/
contrast edge paint and architectural accents. 
With front zip closure pocket, zip closure top 
and interior padded laptop compartment and 
slide pocket, this laptop bag works as hard 
as you do. It comes in black in ironed pebble 
embossed leather. MSRP $368

Showing off a svelte silhouette, Oro Classics’ 
Sorrento Briefcase is designed with the 
highest quality and creativity. Enjoy the 
bag’s premium look and feel whether you’re 
traveling, or walking into that important 
meeting, to distinguish you as the top-notch 
professional you are. MSRP $375
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Handmade in Colombia, Piel’s genuine leather 
Ultimate Traveler’s Laptop Backpack features 

a dual thumb-release flap opening to the large 
front zip compartment and its full organizer 

and two open pockets. Travelers stay 
organized with the bag’s two large side open 

zip pockets and laptop and cell phone pockets 
and comfortable with its breathable padded 

mesh backing and padded 32” mesh backpack 
straps. Measuring 16” x 12.5” x 5.5”, it is 

available in saddle brown, black and chocolate 
brown. MSRP $453

The Harrison 02 Men’s Messenger by Hidesign 
America uses vegetable tanned buffalo 

leather with contrasting leather beading 
detail. Lined with full grain leather and dotted 

with organizer pockets, the interior is as 
good-looking as the exterior. The Harrison is a 

retro-feel design for the man who enjoys the 
finer things in life. MSRP $268  

The HEX Convertible Laptop Briefcase gives 
active execs a clean, modern briefcase that 
can quickly convert to a street-ready laptop 

backpack. Amenities include interior padded 
and fleece-lined 15” laptop slot and zippered 

gear pocket, and an exterior zippered and 
fur-lined tablet pocket, two gear pockets and 

a rear document pocket. In water-resistant 
waxed canvas, the bag sports a slim profile 

design. MSRP $109.95
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Sakroots’ Mobile Tote, available in your 
favorite artist’s print, is a multi-functional 
carry-on tote in coated canvas with two 
wheels and a telescopic handle that 
keeps business essentials and electronics 
organized in an assortment of pockets, 
including a padded laptop or tablet 
pocket. Light and easy to carry, it also sits 
perfectly on top of your suitcase with its 
back strap. MSRP $129

Shave time off TSA’s screening process 
with Pathfinder’s rugged Revolution Plus 
Checkpoint Friendly Computer Brief. The 
front pocket easily unzips, allowing the 
laptop to lay flat on the screening belt – no 
need to remove it from your bag. Once on 
your flight, this brief fits easily under the 
seat in front of you. MSRP $250

Carry your laptop, business documents 
and media as well as overnight travel 
essentials in a case that combines the 
elegance of a handbag with the durability 
and convenience of rolling luggage. Heys’ 
lightweight, carry-on approved Nottingham 
Executive Business Case features 
four spinner wheels and double rolled 
handles with snap-tab closure, abundant 
organization and accessibility, and  
a compartment to keep clothing  
items separate from business items  
and media. MSRP $169.99
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The Entrepreneur by Genius Pack is 
one business briefcase with extreme 
organization for your tech, and with 
designated compartments for pens, 

business cards, tablet, and laptop. 
Recharge your smartphone directly from 

the case with the Genius Pack Mobile 
Charger. MSRP $78 

Travelpro International redefines 
premium business essential design and 

function with Platinum® Magna™ 2, a 
handsomely crafted checkpoint-friendly 

business brief. Featuring separate, padded 
corduroy sleeves for laptops tablets, an 

RFID-blocking interior pocket and deluxe 
business organizer, it is available in black 

and backed by Travelpro’s Worry-Free 
Warranty. MSRP $360

Show your business acumen with A.Saks’ 
10-pocket expandable Ballistic Nylon 

Organizer Brief. This bag boasts an iPad 
pocket on the exterior and a padded laptop 

compartment and a full file organizer on 
the interior. A detachable padded shoulder 

strap and a back pocket and strap to 
attach the brief to an upright suitcase add 

versatility. MSRP $89.99
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McKleinUSA’s FLOURNOY, a 15.6” double 
compartment laptop case in full grain 
cowhide leather, is ideal for traveling, 
sightseeing, and commuting to the office. 
The bag features a flap-over design with 
dual secure slip lock clasps, plenty of 
organizing compartments, ergonomic, 
adjustable straps and a Smart Zipper 
attachment that allows transport on the 
extended handles of your rolling luggage. 
MSRP $185

From office to airport lounge, here is an 
executive briefcase that exudes effortless 
style: Royce Leather’s RFID-Blocking 
Executive Travel Briefcase in Saffiano 
leather offers a combination of immaculate 
tailoring and the finest Saffiano genuine 
leather that leaves no room for ambiguity. 
RFID-blocking technology, certified 
by the U.S. government, reaffirms the 
functionality of this contemporary laptop 
briefcase. MSRP $350

The newest addition to BOCONI’s Tyler 
Collection is the sleek, chic Tyler Zip-
Zipster in Milano-grained leather and 
durable canvas and featuring reversible 
(nearly invisible) zippers. This versatile 
and super lightweight 15” laptop bag with 
dome-zip top handle has an extra pocket 
for an iPad or tablet, backside pocket with 
a hidden elastic cell phone pocket and an 
interior organizer panel. It is available in 
black and coffee. MSRP $348
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Here is a case that travels in business 
mode: The Mobile Office by Bric’s USA 

offers excellent organization, and protective 
sleeves for laptops, tablets and phones. 

Measuring 15” x 17” x 9”, the case comes 
in all leather and in Bric’s USA’s Signature 

LIFE material of sueded canvas-backed 
PVC. MSRP $1,175/leather; $625/LIFE

Refined and business-ready, the Adrienne 
Vittadini Ladies’ Workbook Tote from 
Rugged Equipment is constructed of 

Saffiano leather with contrasting PU trim 
accented by brass hardware. The bag 

features a full zipper top closure and fully 
lined interior, interior accessory pockets 
and a padded workbook sleeve, padded 
carry handles and a bottom board with 

set-down feet. It is available in black, navy, 
hunter and cognac. MSRP $190

Bring professional verve to the boardroom 
with Korchmar’s LUX Elliott, a double 
gusset flapover bag with built-in iPad 
sleeve. Made in the USA of premium 

full grain American aniline leather, it is 
accented with fine solid brass hardware 

and YKK Excella zippers. Multiple interior 
pockets expand for varied sizes of PDAs, 

cell phones and computer power systems. 
Available colors include mahogany, black, 

coffee and walnut. MSRP $675

Please see the Buyer’s 
Guide on page 58 

for a directory of the 
companies whose 

products are included 
in this feature.
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